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About Eric Termuende
Eric Termuende is on a mission to change the way we talk about work and get fulfillment
from it. A bestselling author, speaker, and entrepreneur, Eric is co-founder of NoW
Innovations, and Lead Content Strategist for True Calling Canada., Eric has been featured in
Forbes, Inc., Thrive Global, the Huffington Post and many others. In 2015, Eric was recognized as a Top 100 Emerging Innovators under 35 globally by
American Express. Eric sat as Community Integration Chair for Global Shapers Calgary, a community that functions under the World Economic Forum.
He is a former Canadian G20 YEA Delegate, representing Canada in Sydney in 2014. Eric travels the world talking about the future of work and multiple
generations in the workplace. In 2016, Eric spoke at TEDxBCIT in Vancouver giving his presentation entitled ‘Bigger than Work.’ Eric has worked and
spoken with clients across the world. His new book, Rethink Work is now available on Amazon.
Select Keynotes
The Future of Work
The World Economic Forum says we are now entering the fourth Industrial Revolution, one where we no longer are taking steps, but leaps
forward. Considering exponential integration of technology and accessibility of information being greater now than ever before, what stories are
we telling to attract the right candidates to the workforce? More so, how are we finding purpose in the work we do and happiness in the lives we
live? In his presentation, Eric talks about the importance of community and belonging at work. The conversation about the future of work is
bigger than Millennials and generations, and spans wider than technology and workplace aesthetic- it is about people and creating a life each of
us can enjoy living through the work we do.
THE ONE-DEGREE SHIFT
SETTING LEADERS UP TO THRIVE IN THE FUTURE OF WORK THROUGH ONE DEGREE SHIFTS IN PERCEPTION.
Wherever you look, it is becoming increasingly clear that to succeed in the future of work, we must realize our full potential as a team. In this
presentation, Eric Termuende walks attendees through the current and future work environment and shares three one-degree shifts we can
make to build better teams, establish deeper trust, and create an environment of belonging.

WHAT ATTENDEES GAIN:
Understand key shifts needed to transform teams that work into teams that thrive.
Harness real life employee experiences to tell a better story and attract the next generation of talent.
Revolutionize the job description to build a team capable of reaching its full potential.
Learn what to do to make your team and company stand out from the competition.
Understand how to proactively build a culture that is right for your people, not for those who shouldn’t be there, and how to tell the
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difference!
Practical tools and takeaways to empower team members to be best they can be and lead experience creation at a team level.
Winning the Talent War

3 Unorthodox Rules to Elevate Recruiting, Retention, Performance, and Ultimately Organizational Success
Leaders are facing unprecedented challenges, making a competitive edge elusive. Many believe they have a productivity, innovation, or product
issue, yet most organizations have missed the root cause. The truth is, they are facing a talent crisis. Failing to attract, retain, and engage
the right people is costing businesses greatly, both in terms of dollars wasted and opportunities missed. With increasing external threats,
rampant commoditization, and generational shifts, the problem is only becoming worse.
Through years of extensive research and practical experience, Eric Termuende has developed a systematic approach to winning the talent war.
In this inspiring and actionable keynote, Eric takes the audience on an unforgettable journey, awakening leaders to fresh approaches to
sustainable success. He reveals three counterintuitive and extremely powerful steps to boosting performance, beating back competitive
threats, and driving long-term shareholder value.
In this energizing session, audience members will:
Embrace a radically new approach to recruiting, boosting success rates dramatically
Uncover the biggest myths and blockers of fully-engaged talent
Increase retention of top performers, while having low-performers self-select out of the organization
Eradicate and replace ‘empty values’ with authentic experiences
Become armed for battle with practical tools and takeaways to put into immediate action, including:
The most unusual job description, which will yield the exact talent fit for your team
How to differentiate your story to new candidates and existing team members as well
A next-practice approach to harness employee ownership, buy-in, and engagement
Discover unique connection points between talent and leadership, thereby driving loyalty, trust and performance
Select Book Titles
2 0 1 7: Rethink Work
Select Articles
How Finding His Purpose Led This Founder To Start A Company To Help Others Do The Same
Forbes Feature
Rethinking Work-Life Balance
Forbes feature 2
Will skills and title matter as much in the future of work?
Globe and Mail feature
Q&A with Rethink Work's author, Eric Termuende
Select Testimonials
Eric is a remarkable thinker, and one of those speakers you see sometimes, but not often enough, who you run around telling everyone about for
a long time afterwards. I remember the first time we met, and within a few minutes he had me leaning over the table in the restaurant,
fascinated, waiting to hear what would come out of his mouth next. I can count on one hand the number of times that has happened to me; he's
in very rare company. So book him. Listen to him. Take the time to use his ideas. They are a gift.
— David Allison, Branding Expert

Eric Termuende presented to our senior leadership and shared his perspective on optimizing culture. I found Eric to be a highly credible,
engaging and relevant speaker that connects with all levels of leadership. Eric's insights are well articulated and provide examples and ideas
that are critical to an organization looking to improve engagement and retain the right talent.
— Dion O. Kostiuk, Vice President, Human Resources & Corporate Services
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Relevant, engaging and with some strong practical takeaways for the audience of seasoned Chief Executives of a range of companies from
manufacturing to health care to technology to financial services. He is an excellent presenter and readily relates to senior executives.
— Linda Oglov, Forum Chair, MacKay CEO Forums

What stood out to me about Eric's keynote was how relatable he was to the entire audience. I feel as though whether you were a graduating
student, new grad or a Gen X Mom like me, there was something in his talk for everyone. The concept of defining your own success is very
inspirational and Eric was as open to talking about his shortfalls and sacrifices as he was to talking about his “big wins.” I have seen Eric speak
at three different events now and he is very astute when it comes to his audience. Each of the speaking engagements has showcased
something different, which tells me that he puts a lot of time and energy into meeting his host/client's needs for the event. I would definitely
have him back.
— Manager, Career Services, University of Calgary
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